Introduction
Anger has long been recognized as an integral part of pain experience [1, 19] . Reviews highlight the deleterious effect of anger on social, clinical, and functional outcomes [9, 22, 32] . Anger has been discussed as an aversive emotional state ranging from mild irritation to fury [25] , and comprising specific cognitive attributions and action tendencies [21, 34] . Anecdotal and empirical data suggest that anger is commonplace among chronic pain sufferers [32] . In their 2003 review, Greenwood et al. [22] identified anger as an important target of research and behavioral management; since that review, research has highlighted biopsychosocial mechanisms through which anger may affect pain experience [5,9,33]. However, to date, no systematic line of research has addressed the cognitive dimensions of anger in chronic pain. We believe that elucidating these facets of anger in pain sufferers might strengthen the empirical foundation for more effective treatment. Although not exhaustive, the current review highlights potential sources of anger among pain sufferers by drawing on conceptualizations from existing social psychological theory and newly evolving lines of research. On this basis, we discuss the role of anger in treatment settings, and possible frameworks for research and intervention.
Anger in pain: state of the evidence
Research over the past two decades reveals a robust relation between anger and adverse pain outcomes [5, 25] . Higher anger expression has been linked with decreased experimental pain tolerance and greater reported pain intensity, as well as with increased post-surgical pain report and analgesic intake [7] . Anger is associated with pain intensity in many chronic pain conditions, including headache, fibromyalgia, complex regional pain syndrome, and back pain [25] . Higher anger expression is prospectively associated with poorer functional outcomes such as physical performance deficits and work disability [32] . Correlates of anger include detrimental health behaviors, maladaptive coping responses, and poor sleep quality [25] . Studies of interpersonal consequences of anger in chronic pain suggest associations with less social support and greater interpersonal conflict [20] . There is likewise a well-documented relationship between anger, anxiety, and depression [25, 28] .
Recent research has examined the role of anger regulation strategies [10], highlighting ironic processes, symptom-specific muscle tension, and alterations in endogenous pain-inhibitory mechanisms as possible pathways by which anger exerts a negative impact [6, 33] . This recent work suggests that the well-established relationship between anger and pain is far from straightforward. Targeted efforts to better understand the anger experience are warranted, and our focus on the cognitive dimensions (or substrates) of anger is intended to spur those efforts.
Cognitive dimensions of anger: clues from social science
Candidate cognitive dimensions of anger in chronic pain include goal frustration, external attribution for negative outcomes (i.e., blame), and perceived injustice. We briefly summarize research related to each construct, and highlight directions for future research.
Goal frustration
Frustration-aggression models suggest that anger arises from external obstructions to personally significant goals [2] . Among individuals with persistent pain, anger may emerge from frustration experienced as a result of compromised goal pursuits; altered goal appraisal and strategy in the context of pain has been extensively discussed by Karoly and Ruehlman [26, 27] . Frustration may be particularly salient when pain interferes with activities that define identity in specific life-domains (e.g., parent, spouse, friend, worker), fostering role loss and identity erosion [23, 30] . In turn, discrepancy between one's actual and hoped-for identity has been linked to emotional distress and depression in chronic pain sufferers [30] , as has the degree to which individuals feel that achieving their goals is contingent on pain relief [30] .
For many chronic pain patients, efforts at complete pain relief are likely to be associated with repeated failure. Rigid pursuit of finite pain relief has been associated with greater distress and hypervigilance in regard to pain sensations [14] . Pain sufferers may become trapped in a cycle of ''misdirected problem solving''
